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Abstract. The article deals with the temporal readings of German focus particle gerade. First, it will be shown that there are two temporal readings, “immediate-anteriority” and “progressive” respectively, depending on the aspectual properties of the sentence. A scalar treatment of aspect in its interaction with gerade will be outlined. Second, gerade will be compared with schon (‘already’), a much better investigated focus particle. The question of the presuppositional structure will be discussed in order to account for some effects of gerade.
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The Problem



As some other much better investigated focus particles – for instance German schon ’already’ or noch ’still’ – the German focus particle gerade displays temporal uses. In one of these temporal uses, gerade has been identified by Dahl (1985) as the German expression of the progressive, which seems very plausible considering examples like (1): (1)



a. Otto isst gerade Schokolade. [= Pr¨asens]1 Otto eats gerade chocolate. ‘Otto is eating chocolate (in this very moment).’ b. Als das Feuer ausbrach setzte Otto gerade seinen Helm auf. when the fire outbroke put Otto gerade his helmet on. [= Pr¨ateritum] ‘When the fire started, Otto was putting on his helmet.’
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This article has greatly benefitted from the suggestions and comments of and the discussions with Nisrine Al-Zahre, Nora Boneh, Patricia Cabredo Hofherr, Ekkehard K¨ onig, Brenda Laca, Laurent Roussarie, Benjamin Spector, Alice ter Meulen and three anonymous reviewers of ESSLLI. I’d also like to thank Jules Gouguet for correcting my English. For any error or omission, of course, I take entire responsibility. For the sake of better comprehension, I will indicate in square brackets the tense of the verb gerade applies to.



1 Proceedings of the Ninth ESSLLI Student Session Paul Egr´e and Laura Alonso i Alemany (editors) 2004, Gerhard Schaden Chapter 1, Copyright



If gerade is omitted, (1a) might assert not an actual event of Otto eating chocolate at the time of utterance (TU), but an individual-level disposition or habit (he isn’t disgusted by chocolate; he eats it). In (1b), the preferred reading obtained when gerade is omitted would be that Otto put on his helmet after the fire started and because the fire started (say, because he is a firefighter). However, (1b) without gerade could also have the (pragmatically strongly disprefered) ‘progressive’ reading exemplified in the translation above. This is to say that the readings triggered by gerade are also available for the sentences not containing it: ‘progressive’ gerade merely disambiguates a sentence. However, there is a second temporal use of gerade that rules out any straightforward identification with an English-style progressive: gerade is also commonly used to indicate the immediate anteriority of an event to some contextually given point of reference R: (2)



a. Anna hat gerade einen Brief geschrieben. [= Perfekt] Anna has gerade a letter written. ‘Anna has just written a letter.’ b. Als Anna gerade alle Beweise beseitigt hatte, st¨ urmte die Polizei ihre when Anna gerade all proofs destroyed had, assaulted the police her Wohnung. [Plusquamperfekt] flat. ‘When Anna had just destroyed all proofs, the police took her flat by assault.’



In (2), the focus particle forces to situate the event described by the proposition with gerade immediately before R; in (2a), the writing of the letter might have taken place at any time in the past, and in (2b), Anna’s destroying of the proofs might have similarly taken place at any time preceding the assault of the police in the absence of gerade. The distributional pattern of gerade to some extent recalls the English focus particle just, which appeared in the glosses of (2), and which situates the event in the same way immediatly before R (cf. (3a). Just can also occur in a sentence with the progressive (cf. (3b)). (3)



a. Anna? – I’ve just seen her in the hall. b. I’m just cleaning my room.



(3b) has a modal meaning; it doesn’t state, as would the same sentence in German, the mere fact that at TU, the speaker is engaged in the activity of cleaning his/her room. 2 Contrary to what gerade does, just doesn’t take away a possible interpretation, but adds a modal value instead. 2



K¨ onig (1991, pp. 121ff.) states furthermore that just belongs to the subclass of exclusive focus particles – that is, particles that discard any alternative focus value different from the one asserted – whereas gerade doesn’t belong to this class. This is correct, I think, but it is quite tricky to show it by opposing them directly, as it seems that just and gerade don’t apply (as non-temporal focus particles) to the same type of arguments. Note, however, that you can generally paraphrase just in its non-temporal uses by ‘nothing but’, which is impossible with gerade.
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Nevertheless, (1-2) do not show what is just an idiosyncratic behaviour of German gerade, as Russian kak raz (‘wh- times’) seems to behave in a quite similar way3 : (4)



a. Ona kak raz doˇcitala knigu, kogda . . . she kak raz read.completive book, when . . . ‘She had just finished a/the book, when . . . ’ b. Ona kak raz ˇcitala knigu, kogda . . . she kak raz read book, when . . . ‘(By coincidence) she was reading a/the book, when . . . ’
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The Role of Aspect



We have seen that the Pr¨asens (1a) and the Pr¨ateritum (1b) trigger a progressive reading, whereas the Perfekt (2a) and the Plusquamperfekt (2b) trigger an immediate-anteriority reading with gerade. To explain this, it will be enlightening to adopt a neo-Reichenbachian framework as Klein (1995)4 . Therein, temporality is split in two domains: tense, which is the relation between TU and a topic time (TT; the time for which an assertion holds),- and aspect, which is the relation between TT and the time of the situation (T-Sit). I will assume with Smith (1991) that there is a sort of underspecified or ‘neutral’ aspect, whose interpretation is much less constrained than that of perfective or imperfective aspect. For what will follow, I will assume that the temporal system of Standard German can be captured by the following schema: 5 3



Thanks to Ora Matushansky for pointing that out to me and for providing me with example (4). Readers familiar with neo-Reichenbachian analyses might be puzzled by the fact that I use at the same time the neo-Reichenbachian T T and its historic ‘ancestor’, the Reichenbachian R. In Reichenbach (1966), R performs two basic tasks: It is responsible for the temporal coherence of a discourse, and contributes to the temporal location of E (i.e., T-Sit). More recent analysis prefer to split those two tasks: Neo-Reichenbachian T T took over only the second one; and in Klein (1995 or 2000), there is nothing comparable to the first task of R. The Standard DRT’s (cf. Kamp and Reyle (1993)) conception of R on the contrary is the successor precisely of the first task of Reichenbach’s R, whereas the aspectual component is taken care of by other mechanisms. In this article, I will use ‘TT’ in the neo-Reichenbachian tradition, which means that it is (a) an interval and (b) given by the tensed verb (at least in German). ‘R’ is conceived of as it is in DRT: it represents (a) a point in time and (b) may be contextually given. As we will see later (cf. (6a) and (7)), we need such a contextually given point in time to describe the behaviour of gerade in an adequate way. 5 This schema is an oversimplification in two respects. First, at least in the Southern dialects, where the Pr¨ ateritum has been eliminated from spoken language by the Perfekt, the Perfekt is ambiguous between the reading indicated in (5), a retrospective present tense, and a neutral past tense, that is, it also expresses the value represented by the Pr¨ ateritum in (5). Second, the representation of neutral viewpoint aspect by ⊆ is merely meant to indicate underspecification; for a different formalization, cf. Pancheva (2003). 4
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(5)



Present: TU ⊆ TT Past: TU > TT Future: TU < TT



Neutral Retrospective TT ⊆ T-Sit TT > T-Sit Pr¨asens Perfekt Pr¨ateritum Plusquamperfekt Futur Futur Perfekt



We have already seen in (1–2) which effects gerade produces with the present and the past tenses. Let’s now examine what happens with the future tenses: (6)



a. Anna wird gerade Schokolade essen. [= Futur] Anna becomes gerade chocolate eat. ‘Anna is probably eating chocolate.’ b. Wenn wir (morgen) abfliegen, wird Otto gerade im B¨ uro sitzen. when we (tomorrow) off-fly, becomes Otto gerade in-the office sit. [= Futur] ‘(Tomorrow) When we fly away, Otto will be sitting in his office.’ c. Wenn wir (morgen) abfliegen, wird Otto gerade gefr¨ uhst¨ uckt haben. when we (tomorrow) off-fly, becomes Otto gerade breakfast-ed have. [= Futur Perfekt] ‘When we fly away (tomorrow), Otto will just have had his breakfast.’



(6a) shows that – if there is no contextually given R – the Futur with gerade is interpreted as an epistemic modal present, probably because R is equated to TU by default. If there is a contextually given R, the effects are exactly the same as in the past tenses. From this, we may conclude that gerade is interpreted as a progressive when applied to an aspectually neutral tense, and as an expression of immediate anteriority when applied to a retrospective tense 6 . There are, however, some differences between past and future tenses: whereas (6a) gives an epistemic modal present, its past tense equivalent is simply odd out of context: it lacks an accessible R to relate to (cf. (7)): (7) ??Anna aß gerade Schokolade. [= Pr¨ateritum] Anna ate gerade chocolate. ‘Anna was eating chocolate.’ Note that this is the same sort of strangeness one associates with ‘out of the blue’ imparfait sentences in Romance or past progressive sentences in English which lack an 6



Two things do not fit neatly into this picture: one can get an immediate anteriority reading with the Pr¨ aterita of sein (to be), and also with haben (to have) at X place (eg., in my hand ). This is probably correlated to the fact that for some reason, the Pr¨ ateritum forms of those verbs are strongly preferred to their corresponding Perfekt forms, even in the Southern dialects (where these verbs constitute the last remnants of the Pr¨ ateritum).
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‘anchoring’ temporal adverbial or temporal clause.7 Let’s take one step back. We have seen that gerade eliminates all but one of the possible readings with both retrospective and neutral aspect. On a purely descriptive level, we can say that gerade in its immediate anteriority reading assures that we get something like ‘contiguity’ between TT and T-Sit (cf. (8b)) when combined with retrospective aspect, instead of having the ‘normal’ retrospective semantics (cf. (8a)): (8)



a. λP ∃e[P (e) ∧ τ (e) < T T ] b. λP ∃e[P (e) ∧ τ (e) < T T ∧ ∃I, I 0 , I 00 [I 0 < T T ∧ I 0 < I ∧ I 00 < τ (e) ∧ I 00 < I ∧ I 0 ⊕ I 00 = I]] 8



Based on Smith (1991), we can formalize in the same way neutral (which I take to be underspecified, cf. (9a)) and progressive viewpoint aspect (cf. (9b)): (9)



a. λP ∃e, ti , tj [P (e) ∧ ti = I(e) ∧ tj = F (e) ∧ ∀t[t ∈ T T → t ≥ ti ∧ t ≤ tj ]]9 b. λP ∃e, ti , tj [P (e) ∧ ti = I(e) ∧ tj = F (e) ∧ ∀t[t ∈ T T → t > ti ∧ t < tj ]]



What is quite particular about those formalizations10 is that (8b) entails, but is not entailed by, (8a). Thus, (8b) asymmetrically entails (8a). The same relation holds between (9b) and (9a). We can put it the other way round: (9b) and (8b) are more specific forms of (9a) and (8a). Now, such relations of asymmetrical entailment are used in neo-Gricean pragmatics to establish what is called “Horn-scales”, in order to explain the phenomenon of scalar implicatures11 . Take the positive general quantifiers, for instance. They form a scale: 7



One of the reviewers suggested that gerade simply might ensure that TT was included in T-Sit in case of neutral aspect, and that in case of retrospective aspect, gerade operates on the “result state” of the event encoded, such that TT is included in the result state. I understood this as a proposal to analyze gerade as an operator on viewpoint aspect, which would be concise and elegant. However, I don’t think that we should adopt such an approach. If gerade were an aspectual (viewpoint) operator, I don’t see how one could deal with sentences like the following, without any inflected verb (and therefore possibly without any functional categories of time it could operate on): (1) Gerade noch in seiner Werkstatt, jetzt auf unserer Showb¨ uhne! gerade still in his workshop, now on our show-stage! ‘One moment ago still in his workshop, and now on our stage!’ (Showmaster Rudi Carell announced in this way the apparition on stage of candidates that were introduced first at their working place before they performed live on stage.) Furthermore, one doesn’t really see how this analysis of gerade as an aspectual operator could be linked with its being a focus particle, that is: with the fact that such particles order the alternative focus values in a certain manner, as Krifka (2000) asserts. 8 τ (e) is the temporal trace of the event e. Put this way, (8b) only works if we assume discrete time. The second part of the formula makes sure that τ (e) and TT are contiguous. 9 ti is the beginning of the event, and tj is the end of the event. 10 It is true that if one takes the formalization of Pancheva (2003), this implications do not hold. But it can be shown for independent reasons that Pancheva’s formula of the neutral aspect is not adequate, at least for German. 11 Cf. Chierchia (2002) for a discussion and the explanation of the reasoning involved.
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(10) some < many < most < all. All asymmetrically entails most and the other quantifiers. So, all is more informative than most, many, or some. The (strongly abbreviated) pragmatic reasoning is the following: if I hear somebody say some N, when it would be pertinent for me to know all N, I conclude that all N doesn’t hold. Although the situation is not exactly the same for gerade and the aspects, there are good reasons why one might want to adopt such a scale based treatment of this focus particle. When focusing on adjectives or DPs, gerade quite clearly displays scalar uses (cf. (11)). So, one needs a way to treat scales gerade applies to (or creates?) anyhow. (11) Otto ist nicht gerade verr¨ uckt, aber . . . 12 Otto is NEG gerade mad, but . . . ‘Otto is not exactly mad, but . . . ’ Thus, we may say that gerade eliminates in its temporal uses the less informative reading associated to an aspect. This move gets us the (approximatively) correct truth conditions of gerade with both of the aspects of German. However, (8) will have to be integrated in a more general picture of (at least German) Perfekt semantics, as the two readings in (8) are not able to capture the three or four Perfect values generally assumed in the literature (cf. Alexiadou, Rathert, and von Stechow (2003)).
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Gerade vs. Schon



Previous work by L¨obner (1989, 1999) and Krifka (2000) on schon (‘already’) and its relatives has been able to clearly establish four major facts about those focus particles: first of all, like quantifiers, they are organized in duality groups: ¬schon¬φ (¬already¬φ) being equivalent to noch φ (still φ). Second, they have to be evaluated on (relevant) intervals, not on points in time. Third, they trigger presuppositions, and fourth, they display a monotonic mapping between times and focus values (that is, the focus value must be either steadily increasing or steadily decreasing with time 13 ). I will not take up the issue of the possible duals of gerade, but I will address the other three points, which are all more or less intertwined. Let us consider the following sentences: (12)



a. Anna hat noch [drei]FOC Bonbons in ihrer Tasche. Anna has still three candies in her pocket. ‘Anna has still got three candies in her pocket.’



12



Those scalar interpretations with adjectives appear mostly under negation. It seems to me that this is due to the fact that, without negation, one would interpret gerade in (11) rather in a temporal way, even if the result is very odd. 13 Or defined in a formal way, taken from Krifka (2000, p. 5): ≤ T and ≤ A are aligned with respect to f :[T → A] iff ∀t, t0 ∈ T ∀X, X 0 ∈ A[f (t) = X ∧ f (t0 ) = X 0 → [X < A X 0 → t < T t0 ]]
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b. Anna hat schon [drei]FOC Bonbons in ihrer Tasche. Anna has already three candies in her pocket. ‘Anna has already got three candies in her pocket.’ c. Anna hat gerade [drei]FOC Bonbons in ihrer Tasche 14 . Anna has gerade three candies in her pocket. ‘Anna has got (in this moment) three candies in her pocket.’ Following the analysis of L¨obner and Krifka with respect to schon and noch, one can say all sentences in (12) assert the same: at TU, there are three candies in Anna’s pocket. They differ, however, in their presuppositions: For (12a) to be true, there must have been at least one moment in the relevant interval where she had more than three candies. For (12b) to be true, she must have had less than three candies. If we set the relevant interval for evaluation from t to t , TU being t , (12a) would need a development like (13a), and (12b) a development like in (13b): (13)



a. ht , iht , iht , iht , iht , i b. ht , iht , iht , iht , iht , i c. ht , iht , iht , iht , iht , i



As one can easily check, (13a-b) display a monotonic mapping between times and the number of candies, whereas (13c) doesn’t. It is impossible to assert (12a or b) truthfully in a context like (13c), whereas (12c) can be truthfully uttered under (13a-c). This could be taken to mean that the truth conditions of a sentence with gerade depend only on the state of the world at a single moment. But this is clearly not the case. Sentences like (14) are odd, although they describe truthfully the current reality (I assume): (14)



a. ??/*L¨owen haben gerade vier Pfoten. lions have gerade four paws. ‘Lions have got four paws (in this very moment).’ b. *3 ist gerade eine Primzahl. 3 is gerade a prime-number. ‘3 is a prime number (in this very moment).’



Gerade is extremely bad with generic sentences or eternal truths. Some people (for instance, those believing in an extremely capricious omnipotent god) could be willing to accept (14a), but I do not see how one could save (14b). Furthermore, gerade is very odd with non-reversible (resultant) states: 14



In this sentence, as opposed to the other two, the focus with which the focus particle associates might also be candies. Nevertheless, in the following analysis, I will only consider the focus indicated by the brackets in (12c).
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(15)



a. ??/*Der Apfel ist gerade gegessen. The apple is gerade eaten. ‘The apple is eaten (for the moment).’ b. ??/*Otto ist gerade tot. Otto is gerade dead. ‘Otto is being dead (for the moment).’



If the apple is not self-regenerating, and if Otto isn’t someone who rises quite regularly from the death, sentences (15) are not acceptable. So, we may want to add a presupposition to sentences with gerade, too, one that expresses that the circumstances described must be able to change 15 . According to L¨obner (1989), for already φ (or schon φ) to be true at te , there must be an interval I preceding te where ¬φ is true. Consider (16): (16) Anne is already in New York (# and she never has left this city.).16 The presupposition of noch (‘still’) is – again according to L¨obner – that for noch φ to be true at te , there must be an interval following te where φ doesn’t hold. Taking this description as a starting point, and in order to account for the similarity of gerade with the progressive, I propose the following formula as a description for the presupposition triggered by gerade: (17) gerade(t,w,φ) presupposition: ∃t , t [t < t ∧ ¬φ(t , w) ∧ ∃w 0 ∈ W Inr (t, w)[t < t ∧ ¬φ(t , w 0 )]]17 which means that gerade φ at t in w presupposes that there is a moment t preceding t such that ¬φ is the case at t . The second part states that there is at least one world w 0 which is a member of the set of inertia worlds of w up to t (that is, w and w 0 are identical up to t), such that ¬φ is the case at a moment t posterior to at least t in this world w 0 . (17) seems nice because we can derive it for free from two things we can quite safely assume: first of all, the fact that gerade is a non-exclusive focus particle, that is, it allows for alternative focus values. Secondly, that time is branching into the future. Given these two assumptions, and if we take gerade to associate points in time t 6= te with alternative focus values a to form ordered sets of pairs ht , a i . . . htn , an i, (17) would be what we would get. However, the only use of (17) is to get us rid of undesirable generic readings, as its adequation for the immediate-anteriority reading is trivial. 15 It is very difficult to test if gerade triggers a presupposition in the standard, straightforward way. As there are multiple interferences of scope phenomena with negation or counterfactuals, any answer to what is happening in these constructions presupposes a working theory of gerade, precisely what we are trying to develop. 16 A sentence like this would only be possible in the case of an inherited perspective. For a discussion, cf. L¨ obner (1989, p. 183). 17 (17) draws heavily on the account of the English progressive given by Dowty (1979, p. 148ff). His original formula for the progressive is: [P ROG φ] is true at hI, wi iff for some interval I 0 such that I ⊂ I 0 and I is not a final subinterval for I 0 , and for all w0 such that w0 ∈ Inr(hI, wi), φ is true at hI 0 , w0 i.
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If we consider (17) and compare them with the presuppositions given by L¨obner (1989) for schon and noch, we see that (17) is roughly the combination of the presuppositions of those two focus particles. One would expect therefore that, whenever either noch or schon fail to apply felicitously to a sentence because of presupposition failure, gerade isn’t acceptable as well. This is indeed the case: (18)



a. Otto ist schon/*noch/*gerade alt. Otto is already/*still/gerade old. b. Anna ist *schon/noch/*gerade jung. Anna is *already/still/gerade young. c. Otto ist schon/noch/gerade im Urlaub. Otto is already/still/gerade on holiday.



As our knowledge of the world tells us that ‘being old’ is not followed by a phase of ‘not being old’, noch cannot apply to (18a), and neither can gerade. In (18b), schon is out because there is no phase of ‘not being young’ preceding ‘being young’, and gerade isn’t feliticious either. In (18c) however, schon and noch are fine, and so is gerade. A further point is that (17) doesn’t exclude φ being a habit. In fact, gerade does not impose an interpretation as a single actual event: (19) Anna raucht gerade Smart. Anna smokes gerade Smart. ‘Anna smokes Marlboro (for the moment).’ If Anna changes the brand she smokes from time to time, and for TU the brand she prefers is Smart, (19) is perfectly adequate, though she may not actually have a burning cigarette in her mouth in the moment (19) is uttered. There are however examples that do not seem to be compatible with (17), as one of the reviewers pointed out: (20) Jedes Kind, das gerade in diesem Krankenhaus war, wurde mit dem Virus Every child, who gerade in this hospital was, became with the virus infiziert. infected. ‘Every child that happened to be in this hospital was infected with the virus.’ (20) is in fact compatible with there being one or more children having been born in the hospital and having been infected with the virus. This, however, is excluded by (17). The reviewer suggests therefore to modalize the presupposition on both sides, or to reduce the presupposition to a conversational implicature. Let’s take a closer look at (20): if it lacked gerade, one would obtain at least one reading that is excluded by the focus particle: Being a child and having spent a period of time in that hospital would be the necessary and sufficient conditions to get infected with the virus. (20) as it is, however, needs a R in the preceding discourse for gerade to relate 9



to. Something like (21a) will not do, as it does not provide any event; one would need something like (21b) to obtain a coherent discourse. (21)



a. J.F Scurf Hospital was notorious for its bad hygienic conditions. b. Last August, there was a power failure in J.F. Scurf Hospital.



This may lead us to reconsider the presupposition attributed to gerade on the base of sentences like (15). Indeed, English sentences (22) are odd in a quite similar way, although one would not be willing to say that today or in this very moment trigger a presupposition. One would rather go for a pragmatic explanation, saying that there is a conversational implicature. (22)



a. ??King Arthur is dead today/in this very moment. b. ??3 is a prime number today/in this very moment.



Nevertheless, the effects on such non-reversible states don’t seem to be exactly the same as the ones triggered by gerade, and abandoning the idea of a presupposition for a focus particle at this early stage would be a step with quite far-reaching consequences. It seems to be a safer option to modalize the presupposition on both sides of the assertion. Therefore the presupposition has to be restated as (23): (23) gerade(t,w,φ) presupposition: ∃t , t , w 0 ∈ W Inr (t, w)[t < t ∧ t < t ∧ ¬φ(t , w 0 ) ∧ ¬φ(t , w 0 )] 0 where ∀w 0 [w 0 ∈ W Inr (t, w) → ∀P ∀x[kP (x)kw ,t = kP (x)kw,t ]]18 This weaker version of (17) doesn’t allow for any inference on ¬φ in w at t and is thus compatible with (20), without allowing at the same time for i-level predicates and unchangeable resultant states to occur. However, one cannot derive it as easily as (17) from general and generally accepted properties of time and focus.
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Conclusion and Perspectives



In this article it has been shown that the distinction between progressive or immediateanteriority readings depends crucially on the syntactic aspect of the verb the focus particle applies to. It has been argued that gerade triggers a presupposition, and a scalar treatment of aspect has been sketched which might prove applicable to other, non-temporal uses of gerade. However, we are still far away from having an unified analysis of this focus particle, so that we see in the end, as Brecht: [. . . ] der Vorhang zu, und alle Fragen offen.19 18 This defines inertia worlds before and after t, an inertia world of w at t being a world w 0 that is identical to w in any respect at t. 19 [. . . ] the curtain closed, and all questions open.
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purpose have to be taken up, if we wish to build a large and welcoming house able ... Time of meaning is the translation of the title of a collection1 I published in 1997, ... expressed and accomplished by proofs, computations, constructions, .... pr










 








THE END OF TIME 

(114 min., Canada, 2012). Language: English ... Toronto, Ontario, Canada, M6J 1H6 .... When I started shooting in a more formal way, I had developed a list of subjects ..... orated with numerous filmmakers, artists and musicians including Atom.










 








Spontaneous Trait Associations and the Case of the Superstitious 

Jul 18, 2001 - labeled behavioral acts (Bassili, 1989, 1993; Higgins &. Bargh, 1987 ... studying STI because the savings effects reveal implicit memory ...










 








Between Social Movements and Identity: The Case of the ... - DHDI 

Sep 13, 2006 - Chibcariwak group seems to be the utopian version of the â€œoldâ€� new .... dynamic and permanently changing force. ..... of political participation and democratization of day-to-day life. ...... were, apparently, clearly defined by hi










 








Regional disparities and inequality of opportunity: the case of Italy 

Mar 1, 2005 - Since these income differentials are by definition determined by ..... gross earnings on some controls (gender, experience and experienced .... According to our results, parents' education play a great role in the pervasi-.










 








The case of Dr Hicheur 

Oct 13, 2011 - Steve Jobs and Apple revolutionized the way scientists render their work. Much of the praise heaped on Steve Jobs, the chief executive.










 








the case of the bilabial plosives Plosives 

... closing diphthongs (/e/ /a/ / / and / /. /a/) can be followed by //, making a triphthong (/e / /a / / / and / / /a /: 3 elements in one vowel). â€¢ They tend to get simplified: ...










 








The Case of the Speluncean Explorers 

Oct 19, 2008 - the first time that they had taken with them into the cave a portable wireless machine ... physicians' chairman reluctantly answered this question in the affirmative. ... a judge or other official of the government who would answer.










 








The Case of the Speluncean Explorers 

Oct 19, 2008 - Speluncean Society, an organization of amateurs interested in the exploration of caves. ..... street, if our police have the power to incarcerate the inebriated reveler, these ...... administration of our criminal law. When a man is ..










 








Perception and Estimation of Time 

measuring his degree of confidence in his answers does not set out equivalent .... tion must be transferred to the left lobe, thus accounting for the delay in the.










 








Perception and Estimation of Time 

posed two cards by means of a tachistoscope, each card having a random ...... The role of the brain from a physiological angle remains to be considered in the.










 








Implementation and validation of the linear collider final focus 

to check the modeling of the beam line, comparing measurements of transfer matrices ... This reconstruction also gave a precise determination of the energy ...... tions not coherent between the electrons of the bunch, increasing the hor-.










 








THE STRANGE CASE OF DOCTOR GREENE AND MISTER CHASE 

The two men mentioned also the evolution of the literary structure of their ... After some kind of misbehavior such as the proliferation of pseudonyms and a refining period due to the .... As a matter of fact, Tom Roe did pass counterfeit money in th










 








The neural representation of time 

However, this acceptance of the null hypothesis is questionable given that patients ... Fitch RH, Miller S, Tallal P: Neurobiology of speech perception. Annu Rev ...










 








Comparison of Onset Time and Magnitude of 

on one side of this line were grouped together. .... of each piece is proportional to the number ... movement tended to parallel the variations in magnitude for .... time (triangles) and absolute magnitude (squares) of cell discharge both varied with










 








case report duraprep and the risk of fire during tracheostomy 

May 11, 2006 - cautery ignited a fire, and the patient was burned on his neck and shoulders. ... of dysphagia and weight loss. A complete .... approach. Options ...










 








THE STRANGE CASE OF DOCTOR GREENE AND MISTER CHASE 

Mr GREENE: Oh, pleased to see you, my dear James ! .... Mr CHASE: You can say so: Chase was the name of the main character of your third novel ..... (16)Anagram based on the name of Salvador Dali -Spanish, 1904-1989- created by AndrÃ© ...










 








Static probabilistic timing analysis of worst-case execution time for 

Feb 3, 2014 - to all possible execution times of the program under study, including its .... [Wil2005] N. Williams et. al â€“ "PathCrawler: automatic generation of ..... Bibliographic report http://bastien.pasdeloup.free.fr/m2ri/bibliography/paper.pd
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